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Abstract: (1) Background: Microwave ablation (MWA) is a common tumor ablation surgery. Because
of the high temperature of the ablation antenna, it is strongly destructive to surrounding vital
tissues, resulting in high professional requirements for clinicians. The method used to carry out
temperature observation and damage prediction in MWA is significant; (2) Methods: This work
employs numerical study to explore temperature distribution of typical tissues in MWA. Firstly,
clinical MWA based on isolated biological tissue is implemented. Then, the Pennes models and
microwave radiation physics are established based on experimental parameters and existing related
research. Initial values and boundary conditions are adjusted to better meet the real clinical materials
and experimental conditions. Finally, clinical MWA data test this model. On the premise that the
model is matched with clinical MWA, fat and bone are deduced for further heat transfer analysis.
(3) Results: Numerical study obtains the temperature distribution of biological tissue in MWA. It
observes the heat transfer law of ablation antenna in biological tissue. Additionally, combined with
temperature threshold, it generates thermal damage of biological tissues and predicts the possible
risks in MWA; (4) Conclusions: This work proposes a numerical study of typical biological tissues. It
provides a new theoretical basis for clinically thermal ablation surgery.

Keywords: microwave ablation; numerical study; heat transfer; temperature distribution; ther-
mal damage

1. Introduction

Thermal ablation surgery is an interventional treatment method for tumors [1], com-
monly including radiofrequency ablation (RFA) [2], and microwave ablation (MWA) [3]
et al. They make proteins of tumor cells irreversible through thermal effect, gradually
losing cell function until death to achieve the purpose of the treatment [4]. It has become
an important minimally invasive technique because of its advantages, such as being mini-
mally invasive, leading to a fast recovery, and having a low cost [5,6]. At present, thermal
ablation surgery is mainly based on the operational experience of clinicians [7]. They
observe tissue distribution around the tumor using an ultrasound scanner and plan an
appropriate ablation antenna path. During the heating process, it is also necessary for
operating doctors to continuously detect tissue deformation with the assistance of real-time
ultrasound guidance until the lesion is ablated [8]. However, standard scanners cannot
immediately observe and predict heat diffusion and conduction around tissues [9]. The
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ablation antenna has a high local temperature and is strongly destructive to surgical place-
ment areas, which are usually covered with vessels, nerves, and other vital organs [10].
For these reasons, thermal ablation faces the risks of tissue necrosis, vascular rupture, and
nerve damage. Therefore, scientific, and effective thermal ablation treatment is a very
professional challenge for operating doctors.

A standard method is to obtain temperature data through clinical thermal ablation, and
then the temperature change law of biological tissue is analyzed and summarized [11,12].
Many researchers have conducted thermal ablation experiments, such as Lee et al. [13],
which concluded radiofrequency ablation (RFA) temperature distribution in patients with
malignant biliary strictures. To reduce the related complications, they designed a new
RFA with automatic temperature control. Finally, they evaluated practicality in treating
patients with malignant biliary strictures through clinical manifestations of 30 patients.
Vita et al. [14] performed microwave ablation (MWA) on the bovine femur and tibia to
obtain temperature trends during MWA. They designed 40 thermometric points inserted
into bone at a specific distance to explore a multi-point temperature study of bone structure.
Kadado et al. [15] summarized the relevant research on lumen esophageal temperature
measurement in catheter ablation surgery for atrial fibrillation. They compared the inci-
dence of esophageal thermal damage and explored factors that may be associated with
increased injury risk. Although clinical experiments can reproduce real surgical scenes
and accurately match temperature changes in actual ablation operations, they can only
obtain temperature changes in a limited range. Operating doctors rely on ultrasound
images to observe tissue deformation. Therefore, it is impossible to establish an intuitive
understanding of heat transfer and prediction.

Numerical study has become an important research method in recent years [16,17].
Singh et al. [18] constructed a nonlinear segmented model of blood perfusion to construct
a heterogeneous 3D numerical breast model and explore RFA effect on breast tumors with
different density levels. They embedded 1.5 cm spherical tumors in different positions to
represent early tumors. A proportional integral derivative (PID) controller was used to per-
form temperature control. Additionally, they combined coupled electric field distribution,
Pennes biothermal and the first-order Arrhenius rate equation to perform thermoelectric
analysis. Xi et al. [19] established a finite element model using coupled electromagnetic
fields and biological heat transfer equations. Compared with conventional microwaves
(915 MHz, 2450 MHz), they evaluated the impact of high-frequency microwaves (6 GHz
and 18 GHz) on liver cancer treatment. Damage area, temperature rise and characteristics
distribution of biological tissue composed of liver and tumor were analyzed, which may
represent the reality of cancer treatment. Wang et al. [20] designed a new coaxial multi-slot
antenna based on theoretical simulation to solve over-treatment status of existing coaxial
slot antennas. They tested ablation process of tumors of different shapes and searched
for the best slots number. Pop et al. [21] proposed a computer model for kidney voltage
distribution and temperature rise. The model further calculated the size of the RF lesion
based on the dynamic process. Its instantaneous temperature and lesion size have been
experimentally verified in an isolated porcine kidney model. It can be seen that numerical
study is a simulation experiment that works in real scenarios. How to establish a relation-
ship between a simulation experiment and fact, in order to verify model accuracy is a key
issue that must be considered regarding numerical study.

To explore the numerical study that was utilized for actual thermal ablation surgery,
this work recorded the temperature change at a thermometric point in clinical MWA of
biological tissues. Then, a numerical model of tissue with MWA was established based on
the existing related researches. Its parameters were corrected in combination with clinical
experiment settings and material selection. Finally, the model was verified by comparing it
to the temperature distribution from the thermometric point in MWA. Additionally, heat
transfer and thermal damage of tissue were further discussed. This work aims to explore
heat transfer laws of biological tissues and guide further theoretical and scientific thermal
ablation experiments.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Matierials

The MWA experiment was completed in the interventional ultrasound department
of China–Japan Friendship Hospital. Fresh pork muscle tissue was selected as a thermal
ablation object. The MWA ablation equipment was a KY-2000 microwave ablation therapy
instrument composed of power supply, microwave emission source, computer control,
temperature measurement, radio frequency connection cable, and cooling system. Its
frequency was 2450 MHz. The thermometric needle was a thermocouple, KY-CWZ-180
model from Nanjing Kangyou Medical Technology Company Limited (Nanjing, China).
The needle of ablation antenna was a KY-2450A-1 model, and its length and radius were
7 ± 2 mm and 1.6 ± 0.2 mm, respectively. The ultrasound scanner used in the auxiliary
ablation experiment was ApLio i900 TUS-AI900. Its main parameters were a 12 MHz
high-frequency probe, and intelligent dynamic icro Slice imaging technology.

2.2. Numerical Study

MWA involves inserting a slender microwave antenna into tissue and heating. This
work’s physical model is composed of a microwave antenna and biological tissue inserted
by the antenna (Figure 1). The width and height of biological tissue are 20 mm and 40 mm,
respectively. As the distance between the ablation antenna and the thermometric antenna
was set as 2 mm, the biological heat transfer focus area was defined as 10 mm from the
ablation antenna center. The structure and scale of the ablation antenna are shown in
Figure 1a. The antenna’s geometric structure is composed of a slender coaxial cable (slot,
conductor, and dielectric) and a conduit with 1.79 mm diameter. The coaxial cable has a
slot with 1 mm length at z = 6.5 mm, which is set according to antenna size. Because this
model has rotational symmetry, a 2D axisymmetric structure is used to construct geometric
shapes to simulate the 3D heat effect. A free triangular grid is used for meshing (Figure 1b),
with 3 mm maximum element size, 0.0024 mm minimum element size, 1.3 maximum
element growth rate, 0.3 curvature factor, and one narrow area resolution. The established
coordinate system is a schematic plan view of cylindrical coordinates, which is used to
analyze time-averaged power flow in the next subsection. Due to the larger temperature
gradient near the ablation antenna, its grid is denser. As the distance from the antenna
became further, the grid gradually became thinner. For ablation antenna, the dielectric part
is the key to the transmission of microwave energy. Therefore, a denser grid is used for
dielectric, and the maximum unit of the grid was set to 0.15 mm.
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2.3. Mathematical Modelling

In coaxial cables, the propagation characteristic of electromagnetic waves is a trans-
verse electromagnetic field (TEM). It is defined that a time-harmonic physical field with
complex amplitude contains phase information, so electric and magnetic fields are Equa-
tions (1) and (2), respectively.

E = er
C
r

ej(ωt−kz)k (1)

H = eϕ
C
rz

ej(ωt−kz) (2)

Time-averaged power flow in coaxial cable is Equation (3).

P =
∫ router

rinner

Re
(

1
2

E× H∗
)

2πrdr = eZπC2/Z ln(router/rinner) (3)

where r, ϕ and z are the coordinate variables of the established cylindrical coordinates, and
z is also the direction of wave propagation. ω presents the angular frequency, k reveals
propagation constant, and Z introduces wave impedance of dielectric. rinner and router are
the inner radius and outer radius of the dielectric.

In biological tissues, the electric field has a limited axial component, and the magnetic
field has an omnidirectional angular direction. In a coaxial cable, the electric field is in the
radial direction. While in biological tissues, it is in radial and axial directions. Therefore,
an axisymmetric transverse magnetic field (TM) is used to model biological tissues and
coaxial cables. Fluctuation direction is scalar Hϕ. TM is defined in Equation (4).

∇×
(
(εr − jσ/ωε0)

−1∇× Hϕ

)
− µk2

0Hϕ = 0 (4)

where H is magnetic field strength, ε and ε0 are relative permittivity and free space per-
mittivity, and σ reveals electrical conductivity. ω, µ, and k0 are angular frequency, relative
permeability, and space wave number. In this work, ε of the conduit is 2.6, and ε of the
dielectric is 2.03.

To eliminate numerical error, the boundary condition of the inner conductor and
outer conductor in the coaxial cable is set as an ideal electric conductor, which satisfies
→
n ×

→
E = 0. Boundaries of biological tissues and catheters are considered scattering

boundary conditions to eliminate boundary reflections as defined in Equation (5).

→
n ×

(
∇×

→
E
)
− jk

→
n ×

(→
E ×→n

)
= 0 (5)

Central axis (r = 0) of coaxial cable adopts symmetrical boundary conditions:{ →
Er = 0

∂
→
EZ/∂r = 0

(6)

On the top of the dielectric (z = 40 mm, d = 0.135 mm~d = 0.470 mm), the boundary
condition is set to the port boundary condition of the microwave power to model the feed-
ing point. Input power is set to be consistent with the clinical experiment, so Pin = 50 W.
This method is equivalent to the first-order low-reflection boundary condition using Hϕ0
as an input:

→
n ×
√

ε
→
E −√µHϕ = −2

√
µHϕ0 (7)

where Hϕ0 =
√

PavZ/πr ln(router/rinner)/r.
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Unlike conventional solid and fluid heat transfer, biological tissues have blood flow,
basal metabolism, and flow of body fluids due to vascular network system. Its heterogeneity
and anisotropy make the heat transfer model of biological tissue more loaded, so it is also
more difficult to simulate than ordinary materials. Some classic heat transfer models are
the Weinbaum–Jiji model [22], the Klinger model [23], the Khaled–Vafai model [24], the
Pennes model [25], and the Wulff model based on porous media theory [26]. The Pennes
model has been widely applied in biological tissue models, and there have been many
related studies [27–29]. Limitations of Pennes model are:

• It considers the entire tissue to contain a uniform blood perfusion rate and can not
reflect local characteristics;

• The fact remains that it is challenging to confirm blood perfusion rate of tissue;
• Numerical simulation of large vessels is affected by blood perfusion rate, so tissue

temperature has apparent deviations.

In this work, the model is mainly applied to heat transfer analysis of muscle, fat, and
bone. They are all uniform biological tissues and do not contain large vessels. So, a single
blood perfusion rate can meet simulation requirements. Additionally, there are enough
experiments to measure the blood perfusion rate of three types of tissues. Therefore, the
Pennes model is appropriate for this work. Biological tissue properties are shown in Table 1.
Theoretically, parameters such as thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity change
with the increase of temperature, but there is no consensus on the changes in muscle, fat,
and bone parameters. Therefore, fixed parameters are used for simulation in this work. To
explore the law of parameter change, we used the trend of liver thermal conductivity with
temperature to simulate the temperature and thermal damage distribution during muscle
ablation. For related content, please see the supplementary material (Figures S1–S3).

Table 1. Electrical and thermo-physical properties of different biomedical tissue in MWA modeling.

Materials Unit Muscle Fat Bone

Conductivity S/m 0.439 0.0254 0.394
Dielectric constant 60.0 12.0 11.4

Thermal conductivity W/mK 0.49 0.21 0.32
Constant pressure heat capacity J/kgK 3421 2348 1313

Density kg/m3 1090 911 1908
Metabolic thermogenesis W/m3 700 400 0

Blood perfusion rate 1/s 0.0008 0.0002 0.000833
Reference [18,30] [18,31] [32]

Compared with the standard transient heat transfer equation, the Pennes model adds
metabolic heat source, blood perfusion, and microwave heating, which are defined in
Equation (8).

ρCp
dT
dt

= ∇ · (k∇T) + Qmw + Qmet + ρbCp,bωb(Tb − T) (8)

where, ρ is the density of biological tissue, and Cp is heat capacity, and therefore, ρCp
presents volume-specific heat of tissue. k is tissue thermal conductivity, and Qmet and
Qmw are tissue metabolism heat production and external microwave heat source. So,
ρbCp,bωb(Tb − T) is convective cooling of blood perfusion. ρbCp,b is the volume-specific
heat of blood. ωb reveals the blood perfusion rate, and Tb is blood temperature enter-
ing tissue. The external microwave heat source is the impedance heat generated by the
electromagnetic field:

Qmw =
1
2

Re
(
(σ− jωε)

→
E ×

→
E
∗)

(9)
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Biological tissue at r = 0 is set as an axisymmetric boundary, satisfying
→
n ×

(
Ke f f ,t∇Tt

)
= 0

and
→
n ×

(
Ke f f ,b∇Tb −

(
ρCp

)
buTb

)
= 0. The contact surface of biological tissue, ablation

antenna, and the outer surface of biological tissue are thermally insulated boundaries,
which satisfy −→n ×→q = 0.

2.4. Heat Damage

During the heating process, cells in a tissue are exposed to high temperatures. When
too much heat energy is absorbed, or critical high temperature is exceeded, the internal
liquid will boil and destroy tissue cells, which may cause irreversible damage to the living
tissue. This work uses the temperature threshold method [33] to calculate tissue damage
fraction based on damage temperature and time.

Tissue damage and necrosis are as follows:

• Once tissue temperature exceeds the specific damage temperature Td, the tissue will
be damaged;

• When tissue reaches Td temperature and damage time exceeds td, or tissue temperature
exceeds the necrosis temperature Tn, tissue is necrotic.

So, fraction of heat damage θ is calculated as follows:
As temperature T satisfies Td < T < Tn, damaged tissue indicator α per unit time is

equal to the partial derivative of α with time.

∂α

∂t
=

1
td

(10)

So, α is obtained by integrating time on both sides of the equals sign:

α(t) =
1
td

∫ t

0
ϕdt (11)

where, td and T are damage time and tissue temperature. ϕ is defined as Equation (12).

ϕ =

{
1 i f T > Td
0 else

(12)

So, the fraction of heat damage θ = min(α, 1).
Moreover, if temperature T satisfies T > Tn, α = 1. Therefore, θ = α = 1. In summary,

fraction of heat damage θ is as follows Equation (13).

θ =

{
1 T > Tn
min(α, 1) Td < T < Tn

(13)

Based on [34–36] and clinical experience, the damage temperature Td is set to 50 ◦C,
and necrosis temperature Tn is set to 80 ◦C. It is assumed that damage occurs when the
tissue is exposed to this temperature for 15 s.

3. Results

Three clinicians completed the MWA clinical experiment. One of the doctors com-
pleted a puncture and adjustment of biological tissues using the observation from an
ultrasound scanner. Another doctor operated an ultrasound scanner to measure the dis-
tance between the ablation antenna and thermometric antenna, and assisted the first doctor
in completing the ablation antenna and thermometric antenna. The last doctor operated
on MWA ablation equipment. He set the selected power and timing, and implemented
heating of the ablation antenna. Before the experiment, biological tissue was placed flat on
the operating table, and an ultrasound probe was used to move vertically downward on
the tissue surface for observation. Then, the ablation antenna and thermometric antenna
were pierced in parallel from the horizontal plane of tissue, respectively. The distance
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between two antennas was observed and measured using an ultrasound scanner. To attain
a useful temperature and to protect thermometric antenna, two antennas were kept at a
2 mm distance. Finally, 50 W power and 60 s heating time were set. After heating was over,
another 60 s was recorded as a cooling period.

To test the reliability of the numerical model, it was compared with thermal law
obtained from MWA clinical experiment. In the numerical model, starting from the central
axis of the ablation antenna, a series of thermometric points were established at a 2 mm
distance (z = 10 mm~z = 22 mm). All thermometric points were consistent with the clinical
operation method. They were first heated at 50 W microwave power for the 60 s and
kept a 60 s cooling period. Figure 2 records the temperature changes in all thermometric
points in 120 s. The red dotted line represents MWA temperature. It can be seen that the
maximum temperature obtained by MWA is almost the same as the maximum temperature
obtained by the numerical model at 8 mm and 10 mm. So, it can be judged that the
actual thermometric position of the thermometric antenna is approximately within this
interval. During the heating process, the surface water evaporation process of the isolated
tissue will be strengthened, causing the boundary conditions to change, which may result
in the highest temperature of MWA to be reduced within a small range. From these
conclusions, the temperature distribution of the numerical model has similarities with the
MWA experiment. A numerical model has reliability under ideal conditions.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Visualization of Heat Transfer

After verifying and comparing the muscle numerical study and MWA data, the
validity of the proposed model has been proved. Therefore, heat transfer of other similar
biological tissues based on the physical field established by this model has a specific
reference. Considering the complexity of fat and bone MWA experiments, which are single-
component biological tissues, numerical models of fat and bone are established to discuss
temperature distribution. Figure 3 records the temperature cloud map of muscle, fat, and
bone at the 30 s, 60 s, 90 s, and 120 s, respectively. Although they are all 50 W/2.45 GHz
microwave heating power during the heating process, the heat received by them differs
due to the different biological characteristics of muscle, fat, and bone. It can be seen from
the map at the 60 s that the high-temperature area of muscle is above the annular groove.
Its heat spreads out from this position as the center, and the temperature distribution is in a
droplet shape. For fat, the high-temperature area is much tinier than for muscle and bone,
and its temperature distribution is similar to a vase shape. Compared with the muscle
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temperature cloud map, the overall form of the fat temperature cloud map is slenderer. Its
temperature distribution shifts downward. The microwave heating effect of bones is very
significant. Its temperature exceeding 100 ◦C can be seen obviously.
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heating period, and 90 s and 120 s belong to the cooling period. (a) Temperature cloud map of muscle;
(b) Temperature cloud map of fat; (c) Temperature cloud map of bone.

When heated to the 60 s, the high-temperature area continues to expand. The map
shape also becomes more expansive. Except for some parts at the bottom, most areas
experience a temperature increase. After the 60 s, no heating is allowed, so the temperature
starts to drop gradually. The muscle temperature cloud map begins to contract; significantly
the top retracts inward. The red high-temperature area disappears at 90 s. At 120 s, the map
further retracts to a spherical shape, and the temperature domain position is close to the
place during heating (the 30 s). At 60 s, the temperature of fat is not high, and its fall is also
rapid. Temperature is already low at 90 s. The temperature domain center is near the slot at
this time. At 120 s, the temperature has completely cooled down. After bone stops heating
at 60 s, the high-temperature area in the original center begins to spread outward. A clear
yellow edge can be seen to expand at 90 s. At this time, the shape of the high-temperature
area above 100 ◦C begins to resemble the shape of the muscle temperature cloud map at
the 60 s. After continuing to cool down, the top of the high-temperature area above 100 ◦C
retracts, and outer edge temperature further diffuses. Even if heating is stopped for a while,
there is still a high-temperature area inside the bone. The heating zone at the top of the
bone shrinks inwardly after heating is stopped. Its influence on the adjacent temperature
zone is significantly reduced, while the slot gradually becomes the center of the entire
high-temperature area. Therefore, the shape of the temperature cloud map at the bone
cooling period and muscle heating period is similar.

Using a 2D view, a temperature cloud map of appropriate time was derived from
observing the difference in the heating domain of three biological tissues. Figure 4 shows
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muscles (at 60 s), fat (at 60 s), and bone (at 4 s). It can be seen that fat and bone have two
warming regions near the annular slot and needle. High-temperature area of fat occurs
near the ablation antenna needle. A high-temperature area near the needle of the bone
is relatively large. Its high-temperature area occurs in the annular groove. So, the two
heating domains of fat and bone make a vase-shaped temperature cloud map appear.
High-temperature area is about z = 18 mm for muscle, z = 12 mm and z = 17.5 mm for fat,
and z = 10 mm and z = 17 mm for bone. Therefore, if there are two heating zones in the
heating process, they are near the slot and ablation antenna needle. If there is only one
heating zone, it is near the annular groove.
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4.2. Quantitative Analysis of Heat Transfer

The high-temperature area can reflect the maximum thermal invasion of the ablation
antenna in the tissue. To explore the location and temperature of the high-temperature
region in biological tissue near the ablation antenna, multiple thermometric points were
obtained at d = 1.2 mm parallel to ablation antenna. So, the highest temperature of the
ablation antenna is found. Then, at the thermometric point of the highest temperature, new
multiple thermometric points were taken from the center to the boundary of biological
tissue. Temperature gradient changes were analyzed (Figure 5). The specific operation is to
take the selected highest temperature point position along the radius of ablation antenna
(d = 1.2 mm) from z = 10.0 mm to z = 20.0 mm. They are separated by a 0.5 mm interval,
and the recording time is from 0 s to 120 s. When heated for 0~60 s, the muscle temperature
spreads faster. The curve of 10 mm has a significant increase, while fat is relatively flat and
thermal diffusion performance is poor.

After 60 s, the heating is stopped. The closer muscle is to the ablation antenna, the
more significant the cooling. Positions far away from ablation antenna (d ≥ 7.0 mm) can
still receive transferred heat and heat up. The highest temperature of fat is much lower than
that of muscle. After the heating is stopped, thermometric points larger than d = 4.0 mm
have a noticeable temperature drop hysteresis. Bone is special; the same heating method for
fat and muscle produces a high-temperature area higher than 300 ◦C in bone. To observe
the heat transfer of bone, a temperature cloud map is extracted during heating for 4 s, and
the highest temperature has reached 100 ◦C. Due to the high temperature and fast heating,
MWA in bone requires more caution. When recording is stopped, the lowest temperature
in all positions is above 75 ◦C. After the temperature exceeds 50 ◦C, irreversible damage
may occur to the bone, and some areas that have not reached necrotic temperature will be
further heated after heating is stopped. Therefore, large areas of bone necrosis will still
occur after heating is stopped.
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4.3. Damage Volume Comparison

To clarify damage to muscle, fat, and bone during the thermal ablation process, the
damage fraction based on the temperature threshold method was calculated, and a damage
cloud map is drawn in Figure 6. The shape of muscle damage could map similar to that of
the temperature cloud map. After the heating is stopped, due to temperature hysteresis
away from the position of the ablation antenna, thermal damage further expands. The
map is convex at the place adjacent to the high-temperature area of the ablation antenna.
After the heating is stopped, thermal damage in the high-temperature area is more serious.
Because the temperature of fat is low, the contour of the damage cloud map is very close to
its temperature cloud map at 60 s. Even during the cooling period, the overall shape does
not change much. Similar to muscle, the location of the high-temperature area will still
bulge and cause some additional damage. All fat damage is 100% irreversible damage. For
bone, the correlation with the temperature cloud map can only be seen in the 15 s damage
cloud map. After further heating, the fraction with 100% irreversible damage is close to a
cylindrical shape. Although the influence range and temperature of two high-temperature
areas in bone are pretty different, their damage effects are more closely related. Damage is
the most serious in the area of about z = 10 mm~z = 20 mm. After heating is stopped, the
top section of the bone quickly becomes completely necrotic. The lower section is different,
and there are still some fractions with no damage.

For more accurate analysis, damage cloud map is quantified (Figure 7). For muscle,
fat, and bone, three sequence points (z = 10 mm, z = 12 mm, and z = 18 mm) are taken,
and damage fraction of all points from 0 to 120 s is plotted. Also, bone damage fraction is
additionally calculated at z = 5 mm. Although damage is very different, muscle, fat, and
bone still have obvious things in common: damage is mainly concentrated from ablation
antenna needle to top of axis, and the lower part of axis is not easily damaged. Even if
damage to the upper part of bone spreads in a large area, the lower part can still maintain
a good cell survival rate. For muscles, from ablation antenna needle to 18mm, position
is getting closer to its high-temperature region. So, the increase rate of damage fraction
and complete damage gradually increased. Two high-temperature regions of fat are at
z = 12.0 mm and z = 17.5 mm respectively, resulting in a faster growth rate of damage
fraction to 100% near z = 12.0 mm. z = 18.0 mm is very close to another high-temperature
region. Its damage rate is relatively slow, but it is higher at a location far from ablation
antenna. For bones, position close to ablation antenna is almost completely damaged by
heating. As for locations near high-temperature region, higher temperature makes it have
stronger thermal diffusion ability, which has some impact on distant locations. It is obvious
that growth of complete damage of all positions is very fast at z = 18.0 mm. It can be seen
that temperature and damage have obvious boundaries at ablation antenna needle. In
addition, high-temperature region at ablation antenna needle is limited compared to other
locations. Although high-temperature region near ablation antenna needle is larger than
that near groove, temperature and thermal damage of two high-temperature region of bone
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and fat are significantly different. Temperature and heat damage near slot are higher than
those near needle.
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4.4. Potential Extension and Outlook

This research has the potential to extend to include further complexity. In the simula-
tion, the tumor is generally considered as a structure in tissues with unique parameters for
biological tissues containing tumors. Relying on the basic biological model provided in
this work and the tumor model, the simulation of cancerous tissue could work. Parameters
of tumor and tissues are selected according to existing public research [18,37], such as
electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, dielectric constant, and perfusion rate. The
difference is that the metabolic heat generation of the tumor itself is high. The metabolic
heat generation is calculated according to the size and structure of the tumor, and it is put
into the biological heat transfer model as a heat source item.

Regarding the consideration of large vessels, the general biological tissue simulation
describes the blood flow through blood perfusion, which is very vague for the analysis
of vessels. Most models consider large vessels only as a heat transfer term in the heat
transfer study, ignoring some key factors, including the distribution of large vessels and
their essential branches, the direction and velocity of blood flow, and the relative positions
of large vessels and tissues. Therefore, we suggest establishing the geometric structure of
large vessels inside the tissue. Since vessels mainly transfer heat through blood flow, a
physical field of fluid heat transfer is given to the large vessels to simulate the heat transfer.
In addition, the small vessels in the tissue follow the traditional method, and the specific
blood perfusion rate given to the tissue simulates the heat transfer of the small vessels.
So, there is some potential to deal with more complex models, and that is the subject of a
subsequent work.

It is noted that the parameters selected are from some published research studies. The
aim is to observe the difference in heat transfer between three universal biological tissues.
However, the parameters are limited by the insufficiency of current research, only some
representatives of which are considered. Thus, the details have not been fully considered.
For example, the variation in thermo-physical parameters and electrical conductivity as
a function of temperature, and the electrical characteristics change with the microwave
frequency. There are also differences in boundary conditions, microwave antennas, etc.
Therefore, the results of this work can only be used as a reference under specific conditions.

5. Conclusions

This work explores temperature changes in biological tissues during MWA. Firstly,
clinical MWA of biological muscle tissue was completed. Secondly, biological tissue and
ablation antenna models were established according to experimental conditions and related
research. The physical field under MWA was constructed based on TM and the Pennes
model. Then, combining biomaterial parameters and existing related research, model
boundary conditions and initial values were adjusted, so that the model can better match
the actual clinical materials and experimental conditions. Finally, the fat model and bone
model were expanded. The temperature distribution and thermal damage of three models
were analyzed separately to explore the heat transfer of biological tissues in MWA.

Because data from clinical MWA were used as a verification, the proposed model
can truly reflect the actual MWA scene. Parameter discussion and model changes can
provide a theoretical basis for thermal law exploration of other biological tissues. Therefore,
the numerical study can visualize temperature transmission in MWA. It predicts possible
biological thermal damage, which provides a new theoretical basis for clinically thermal
ablation surgery.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.339
0/app11178271/s1, Figure S1. Temperature and damage fraction cloud map using varying thermal
conductivity, Figure S2. Temperature distribution at the horizontal thermometric sequence of the
highest temperature point near ablation antenna. (a) Thermal conductivity changes with temperature;
(b) Constant thermal conductivity, Figure S3. Damage fraction at z = 18 mm during 0–60 s. (a)
Thermal conductivity changes with temperature; (b) Constant thermal conductivity.
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